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ERSA’07
ENGINEERING OF RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS AND ALGORITHMS

The international conference on Engineering of Reconfigurable Systems and Algorithms (ERSA) was founded in 2001 and, since then, has been held each year in Las Vegas. The predecessor of ERSA was a workshop on Engineering of Reconfigurable Hardware/Software Objects (ENREGLE), which was hold at Las Vegas two years, since 1999.

During this period, the reconfigurable computing has gained more and more attention. In the early years the reconfigurable computing platform was used in very dedicated, specific application areas, in specialised signal and image processing systems and for prototyping VLSIs for embedded systems. On present days, the reconfigurable computing platform is used for a wide range of applications: from very dedicated embedded applications to supercomputing. The range of problems runs from purely hardware related designs to building multiprocessing systems and operating systems for reconfigurable spaces of elementary processors. The interests of researchers move from fine grain granularity and/or parallelism to coarse grain parallelism. The interest moves from physical level to abstract level, from physical placement to building flexible and configurable/adaptable multiprocessing environments.

ERSA conference solicits papers from all aspects of reconfigurable computing, including classical programmable logic, as well as configurable multiprogramming related papers. The topics of interests include theory, architecture, algorithms, design systems and applications that demonstrate the benefits of reconfigurable computing.

I would like to thank the authors for submitting their papers to ERSA’07 and for preparing the final versions of their papers for due date. I hope you all will have successful and enjoyable meeting in Las Vegas this year and I hope to meet you again in next years. I would like to extend my deepest gratitude for the efforts extended by the ERSA’07 Program Committee and to all external reviewers for their careful reading of all of the submitted papers.

Last but not least, I would like to thank the organizing team of The 2007 World Congress in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, and Applied Computing, and, especially, the General Chair Prof. Hamid Arabnia, for the continuous support and help in organizing the ERSA conference.

Toomas P. Plaks
ERSA Chair
London
April, 2007
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